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ABSTRACT 

The question of ,,·hen is it safe to operate turbomachiner)· on 
or near the second critical speed is addressed. A parallel 
e,·o\utionary progression of the A.Pl rotord,·namic specifications 
and rotord,·namic anah-sis capabilities is discussed . Actual test 
stand resuits are pres�nted, illustrating second critical speeds 
near the operating range ,,·ith high amplification factors and low 
amplification factors. Their rotordynamic characteristics are dis
cussed in reference to the old and ne,,· :\Pl specifications and 
the older and more recent rotord>·namic anah-ses. One example 
is slw,,·n of a steam turbine that operates ,,·ith the second critical 
inside the . .\Pl separation margin . .  .\ctual speed-amplitude plots 
are presented for the unbalance sensiti,·it)· testing of the steam 
turbine on the test stand in accordance with the second edition 
and the latest third edition of . .\Pl 612 steam turbine specifica
tions. The results shm,· that the turbine fails the second edition 
test b,· a factor of h,·o but passes the third edition test by a factor 
of fou;.. Finalh-, the implications of these results are discussed in
reference to safe operation of rotating equipment on or near the 
second critical speed in accordance ,,·ith the ne,,·est edition of 
. .\Pl specifications. 

I.\"TRODL'CTIO.\" 

\lall\· of the turbomachines operating toda,· run on or ,·ery 
near th

.
e second critical speed. Some run without all\· apparent 

,·ibration problems. Others are labeled problem machines, re-

quiring constant attention to keep the ,·ibration helm,· the trip 
level. Some machines are purposeh designed to operate near 
the second critical speed because of the need for higher perform
ance requirements and thus higher speeds. Others are designed 
to run helm,· the second critical speed but end up running di
recth· on the second. 

Tl;is problem ,, as recognized by Tuttle (1) in the late sixties. 
He states that mall\· 

. .  .' flexible shaft" distributed-mass rotors.. ha,·e certainly 
been running abO\ e the second critical for ,·e,1rs. The oil film 
stiffness that manufactures ha,·e had to assume to justif,· the 
conclusion that earlier successful machines ,Yere operating 
below the second critical has ahrn,·s been unreasonably high. 

He goes on to sa,· that methods 
... existed to calculate the second critical but ... ,,·ere rarely, 
if e,·er. used. It ,,·as generall,· assumed that the second criti
cal ,,·as at least three times the first and. therefore ,  of little 
concern. 

\lajor ad, ances ha,·e been made in the last h,·enty years in 
anah-tical rotor and bearing ch·namics that ha,·e lead to im
prm:ed critical speed predictions . In the fifties, prior to the gen
eral a,·ailabilih· of fluid film bearing drnamic analysis codes, the 
rotor criticals �,·ere predicted based on rigid bearing anah-ses. 
With the de,·elopment of the high speed computer, dynamic 
bearing programs became a,·ailable in the late sixties and seven
ties. The landmark paper b,· Lund (2) concerning the pad assem
bh- method for tilting pad bearings certainh- contributed greatly 
to.this adrnnce in bearing technology. 

With flexible bearing properties, critical speed predictions 
impro,·ed greatly. Ho,,·e,·er, as stated b,· Tuttle (1), second crit
ical speed predictions continued to remain on the high side due 
to unreasonabh- high oil film stiffnesses. This problem has been 
addressed in the eighties b,· including the support or pedestal 
flexibility [3, -!, 5, 6) in rotordrnamic anah-ses. With both bear
ing and pedestal flexibility included, accurate second critical 
speed prediction is attainable [-!, .5]. These adrnnces ha,·e re
sulted in much lm,·er, more accurate and more realistic critical 
speed predictions, leading to the realization that mam· high 
speed rotating machines operate on or near the second critical 
speed. 

During the same time period, rotordynamic specifications 
,,·ere ,,-ritten and adopted b>· the American Petroleum Institute 
(API). The steam turbine specification, 612, has gone through 
three re,·isions since its inception in 1969 [7, 8, 9]. The first edi
tion (7) prohibits operation on or near an>· critical speed regard
less of its sensiti,·ih·. Tuttle (1) comments on this prohibition b>· 
stating that the "id�a of specifying a maximum amplification fac
tor is suggested as an alternati,·e to an absolute prohibition
against critical speeds in the operating speed range. 

In 1979, a second edition to API 612 (8) established a separa
tion margin. This separation margin placed critical speeds at 
least 20 percent abO\·e maximum speed and 15 percent below 
minimum speed . Howe,·er, if a critical speed ,·iolated the sep
aration margin, it might still be acceptable if the rotor passed an 
unbalance sensiti,·it,· test. 
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The third and most current edition [9] establishes a separation 
margin that is a function of the rotor's sensiti\·ity or amplification 
factor. Furthermore, if the amplification factor is less than 2 .. 5, 
the critical is considered criticalh- damped and no separation 
margin is required. 

�luch of this study addresses the implications of criticalh
damped criticals and the acceptability of operating on or near a 
critical whose amplification factor is less than 2.5. To this end, 
analytical and/or test stand results are presented for three differ
ent steam turbines. These results illustrate the necessit\· of 
using flexible supports for accurate second critical speed pr�dic
tions. Furthermore, the test stand results sho\·; example unbal
ance tests for the 2nd and 3rd editions of AP! 612. T"·o turbines 
have criticalh- damped second criticals \\·hile the third turbine 
has a second critical \Yith a high amplification factor. The stud\ 
concludes that with proper analytical procedures (i.e., inclusion 
of support flexibility) turbomachinery may be designed to oper
ate safely with an O\·erdamped second critical \\·ithin the operat
ing speed range in accordance with the latest edition of AP! 
rotordynamic specifications. 
Rotordynamic Analyses 

In order to illustrate the de\·elopment of analytical rotor
dynamic techniques, a typical ethylene plant process gas dri\·e 
turbine is used as an example. Some of the important rotor 
characteristics are listed in Table 1. Note that the rotor \\ eight 
is 16,462 lb and the maximum operating speed is 5043 rpm. 

A rigid bearing, rigid pedestal model is illustrated in Figure 
1. The results of this undamped critical speed analvsis are sho\,·n 
in Figure 2. The critical speed map shO\YS that the rigid bearing
second critical is located at 9555 rpm.

Table 1. Rotor Characteristics, Process Gas Drir;e Turbine. 

Rotor Weight (lb) 
Bearing Span (in) 
Midshaft Diameter (in) 
Journal Diameters (in) 
MCOS (rpm) 
Overhang Lengths (in) 
Bearings 
N/A 1 (predicted)** 
N/A2 (predicted)** 
N/A 1 (actual)*** 
N/A2 (actual)*** 

*Exhaust/Steam End
**With KS =5.0E6 lb/in

***Estimated from Figure 13, Exhaust End

16462 
157.4 
18.0 
10.0/8.0* 
5043 
16.0/26.3* 
4 tilting pad 
22oon.3 
5500/2.3 
2300/7.7 
5400/3.2 

A model including flexible bearings is sho\\'11 in Figure 3. In
cluding the bearing stiffness and damping properties as a func
tion of speed, along with the mass-elastic model of the rotor, 
results in the response plot shown in Figure 4. With flexible 
bearings, the second critical is nO\\' predicted at 7100 rpm. 

Inclusion of the pedestal flexibility along with the bearing flex
ibilitv results in a model shown in Figure 5. The dnrnmic sup
port properties may be obtained with an impact hammer rap test 
on each bearing housing [5], as illustrated in Figure 6. Results 
of the rap test for the process gas turbine are shown in Figure 7 
for the steam end vertical direction. At the approximate location 
of the second critical (6000 cpm), the drnamic stiffness is 5.0E6 
lbs/in. Indusion of this support stiffness in the response anal\·sis 
results in the response plot shown in Figure 8. :'\o,,·, the second 
critical speed is predicted at 5500 rpm with an amplification fac-

Figure 1. Rigid Bearing, Rigid Pedestal .\lode/. 
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Figure 2. Critical Sµeed .\laµ, Process Gas Drir;e Turbine. 

Figure 3. Flexible Bearing, Rigid Pedestal ,\lode/. 

tor of 2.3. The corresponding rotor mode shape is sh0\n1 in Fig
ure 9. 

These results are summarized in Table 2. '.\ote that the esti- "-..__/ 
mated actual second critical is at .5400 rpm. Clearh·, ,,·ithout in-
clusion of the support flexibility, the second critical is predicted 
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Figure 4. Response Plot, Process Gas Drir;e Turbine, Rigid 
Pedestals. 

Figure 5. Flexible Bearing, Flexible Pedestal Model. 
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Figure 7. Dynamic Compliance, Process Gas Drir;e Turbine, 
Steam End Vertical. 
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Figure 8. Response Plot, Process Gas Drir;e Turbine, Flexible 
Pedestal Model. 

to be "·ell abO\·e operating speed, ,,·hereas its true location is es
sentialh- right on the turbine's maximum continuous speed. 

Returning to Figure 2, the total (bearing plus pedestal) sup
port stiffness lines are also included on the critical speed map. 
This quite clearh- illustrates the reduction in the prediction of 
the location of the second critical from the rigid bearing predic
tion to the flexible bearing, rigid pedestal prediction (KS = 
rigid) to the flexible bearing, flexible pedestal pl'ediction (KS = 
5.0E6 lbs/in). 

From these results, it is easv to see how many machines de
signed in the sixties to operate belo,,· the second critical speed 
actuall,· ended up operating on the second critical. \Vithout the 
analvtical tools necessar, to include even the bearing flexibilitv. 
realistic critical speed predictions were not possible. 

API Specifications 

Since all of the examples presented in this paper are steam tur
bines, discussion of the API specifications will be limited to the 
steam turbine specifications, API 612. Ho,,·e,·er, the rotor-
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Table 2. Comparison of Predicted Second Critical Speeds and 
Amplification Factors, Process Gas Drii;e Turbine. 

\:2 
i\lodel (rpm) :\2 

Rigid Bearing, Rigid Pedestal 9555 
Figure 2 

Flexible Bearing, Rigid Pedestal 7100 1. 5
Figure -1 

Flexible Bearing, Flexible Pedestal 5500 2.3 
KS= 5.0E6 lb/in, Figure 8 

Actual, Figure 13 5-100* 3.2* 

*Estimated rnlues 

d,·namic sections are essentialh- identical for the compressor 
specifications, API 617. Therefoie, this section is also applicable 
to . .\Pl 617. 

The rotordynamic sections that apply to critical speed location 
from . .\Pl 612. first edition are summarized in Table 3. \:ote that 
all criticals, rega1·dless of sensiti,·ity or amplification factor are 
excluded from the operatin r speed range. 

Table 3. API 612 1st Edition Summary. 

"\: 1 OYer 10 percent of trip speed. 
• Or"\: 1 less than 60 percent of\lCOS and 10 percent am1y from

any operating speed.
• \:2 at least 10 percent abo,·e trip speed.

The second edition of . .\Pl 612 ,ms adopted in 1979 [8]. This 
edition establishes a separation margin that places critical 
speeds at least 20 percent abo,·e maximum speed and 15 percent 
belo,,· minimum speed (Table -1). HmYe, er, if a critical speed \"i
olates the separation margin. it ma,· still be acceptable if the 
rotor passes an unbalance sensiti,·ity test. \\"hile this all,m·ecl 
some design flexibility, the unbalance test is expensi,·e. time 
consuming and after the fact [10). 

Some of the philosophy in \\Ti ting and adopting the third edi
tion to API 612 (fifth edition of ..\Pl 617) ,,·as re,·ealecl bY Rarnes
ford [10). He states that the main cause for concern is threefold: 
pounding out the bearings. destructi,·e rubs and imposing un
realistic restrictions on the designer. Some of the third edition 
specifications that relate to critical speed location are listed in 
Table .5. BY far, the most innm·ati,·e section concerns critical 

Table .J. API 612 2nd Edition Summary. 

Amplification factors must be belo,,· 8.0. 
Separation i\largin -20 percent abm·e \I COS 

1,5 percent helm,· minimum 
• If"\: 

1 or \:2 ,,·ithin separation margin, unbalance sensiti,·ity
test

. .\mount of unbalance. CB= .5 times . .\Pl residual unbalance 

v = ,::> OZ-111 
,.B -

[
56, 3 -17 \VT

J -:-,:2 

\"ibration must be belm,· t,,·ice . .\PI , ibration limit 

where "\:=\!COS 

\. = 2 (jifj§§_ 
v -:-.: 

speeds ,,·hose amplification factors are helm,· 2 .. 5. These criticals 
are considered critically damped and no separation margin is re
quired [9]. 

Clear!,·, the acceptability of critically damped criticals in the 
operating speed range offers much more design flexibility than 
the second edition of AP[ 612. It is not a coincidence that this 
flexibilih· ,,·as offered b,· . .\Pl after the rotord\"11amic anah·tical 
tools ,,-�re de,·elopecl for accurate critical s.peed predi�tion.
From the pre,·ious section, this cannot be accomplished ,,·ithout 
inclusion of the pedestal flexibilih·. These points are addressed 
b,· Rarnesford [ 10) ,,·ith his statement that the users should "be
lie,·e that ,,·e ha,·e cle,·eloped the technology to the point that 
,,·e can accurateh- predict mechanical performance.·· 

. .\nother important change in the third edition of . .\Pl 612 is 
that a shop n•rification unbalance test is required for all rotors. 
The importance of this requirement is illustrated in the next 
section. 
Applying AP! 612 Second Edition 

. .\s an example of applYing the second edition of..\Pl 612, con
sider the light (620 lb), high speed (\ICOS = 10,920 rpm) rotor 
,,·hose characteristics are summarized in Table 6. \:ote that the 
second critical is predicted at 12.000 rpm ,,·ith an amplification 
factor of 2.3. This prediction is based on a flexible bearing. flex-

Table 5. AP! 612 3rd Edition Summary. 

• Separation \largin
\:one required if . .\ less than 2.5
(Response is considered criticall,· clamped) 
A= 2 .. 5 to 3.55-15 percent abcl\"e \!COS 

5 percent belo\\· minimum 
• . .\ greater than 3 .55-Cp to 26 percent abO\·e \!COS

-L"p to 16 percent belo,,·
minimum

• Shop ,·erification test required regardless of separation margin
for each critical in question

. .\mount of unbalance = 2 to 8 times -1\V/\; 
\\" = Journal Static Load 

"\: = \!COS 
. .\djust amount to raise ,·ibration at probes (at min. or 
\!COS) to ,·ibration limit of 

\"= !UOOO 
v� 

,,·here "\: =\!COS or min. speed 
\'ibr�,tion n1u�t 1-H,� helo\.'\· 7.3 pereent of n1inin11In1 se:."ll clear
ances throughout machine from zero to trip speed 
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ible pedestal model (Figure 5 )  with KS = 3.0E6 lb/ in. Thus, in 
accordance \,·ith the second edition, an unbalance test is re
quired since the second critical is \,·ithin the separation margin. 

Tc1ble 6. Rotor Characteristics, High Speed Turbine. 

Rotor Weight (lb) 
Bearing Span (in) 
Midshaft Diameter (in) 
Journal Diameters (in) 
MCOS (rpm) 
.!\ /A 1 (predicted)* 
'-.: /A2 (predicted)* 
'-.:/A2 (actual)** 

*With KS= .3.0£6 lb/in
** Estimated from Figure 10

620 
49.6 
6.0 
3.5/3.0 
10920 
5600/2.5 
12000/2.3 
12000/2.6 

The results of this test are illustrated in Figure 10. In the bal
anced condition, evidence of the second critical is almost 
nonexistent. The speed-amplitude plot for the unbalance test 
clearh- sho\,·s the second critical to be located at approximateh· 
12000 rpm \,·ith an amplification factor of2.6. The \·ibration limit 

1J1ble ,. Rotor Characteristics, High Amplification 1iirbi11e. 

Rotor Weight (lbs) 
Bearing Span (in) 
i\lidshaft Diameter (in) 
Journal Diameters (in) 
i\lCOS (rpm) 
'-.: /A 1 (predicted) 
'-.:/A2 (predicted)* 
'-.: /A 1 (actual)** 
>i/A2 (actual)*;, 

*With I-:S = 5.0£6 1/Jslin 

** Estimated from Figure 11

11,-145 
118 .. S 
16.0 
7.016.0 
6380 
2-l.S0/10
6800/11 .1
2.S00/8.3
6400110.7

from Table -l is 2.1 mils peak-to-peak. Thus, this turbine passes o 
the sensiti\·it\ test b\· a factor of2.6. 
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Figure 10. Test Sterne/ Results, High Speed Turbine, \VT= 620 
lb,.\' = 10,.920 rpm. 

\\'hile this example illustrates hem· the second edition \\·orks 
for both the \ endor and user to produce an acceptable machine. 
it also amplifies a major problem "·ith the specification. If the 
support stiffness is not included in the anah·sis or if an unreason
abl\· high support stiffness is used, the predicted second critical 
\\·ould be outside the separation margin. Consequenth·, no un
balance test \\·ould be performed and the rotor \·ibration "·ould 
onh- be seen in the balanced condition ,\·here detection of the 
sec�nd critical is essentialh impossible. 

.-\ second example turbine is sho\,·n in Table 7 and Figure 11. 
From Table 7, the predicted second critical \,·ith flexible pedes
tals (KS = 5.0E6 lb/ in) is at 6800 rpm \,·ith an amplification fac
tor of 11 .1. E \·en ,\·ith this high amplification factor. the rotor in 

!: 
iii 

1.0 

0 

0 2 3 4 5 6 

SPEED, RPM X 1 ci
3 

Figure 11. Test Stand Results, High Amplification Turbine, \.
V

T 
= 11,4-15 lb, \' = 6380 RPM. 

the balanced condition (Figure 11 ) shows little e\ idence of the 
second critical. Hm\e\·er, it is clear!\· e\·ident in the unbalanced 
condition at arnund 6-100 \,·ith an amplification factor of 10.7. 

This turbine \,·as designed in the se\·enties \\·ith a flexible bear
ing, rigid pedestal anah-sis that predicted the location of the sec
ond critical at 9.SOO rpm. Clearh-, this turbine "·ill onh· operate 
proper!\ b,· keeping the rotor in balance. Apph-ing the analyti
cal methods a\·ailable toda\·, this turbine \\'Otild not be built and 
indeed ,\·cndd ne\·er com pf\· to either the second or the third edi
tion of .-\Pl 612. 

Both example rotors in this section illustrate ho\,· machines 
ma,· be designed to run belm,· the second critical but end up 
operating on the second critical. Without including the flexibil
it\ of the pedestals in the anal\ sis and apph·ing the second edi
tion, both of these rotors could be built toda\·, tested without an 
unbalance test and shipped. One \rnuld run fine \\·hile the other 
ma\· become a problem machine. 

This problem is eliminated b\· the third edition as it requires 
an unbalance test for all rotors to verifv the rotordvnamic 
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analysis. With the third edition, reasonable support stiffness \·al
ues must be used by the vendors if they expect their predictions 
to match the actual test stand cri ticals. 

Incidentally, the second edition only requires the vendor to 
" .. .include his assumptions regarding ... support stiffness ... " [8]. 
However, the third edition contains a much stronger and more 
explicit statement. API 612 (third edition) [9] states that "sup
port (base, frame, and bearing housing) stiffness, mass, and 
damping characteristics, including effects of rotational speed 
variation," shall be included. Furthermore, "the ,·endor shall 
state the assumed support system ·values." 

Applying API 612 Second and T hird Editions 

Returning to the process gas turbine described in Table 1, the 
test stand results for the balanced rotor are illustrated in Figure 
12. Since the second critical speed, predicted at 5500 rpm, is
within the separation margin, an unbalance test is required by
the second edition. The amount of weight required and the vib
ration limit is listed in Table 8.
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Figure 12. Test Stand Results, Process Gas Drii;e Turbine, 
Balanced. 

'fable 8. Summary of Unbalance Amounts, Vibration Limits, Pre
dicted and Actual Maximum Vibration for the Process Gas Drir;e 
Turbine 

Unbalance \"ibration Limit 
Specification (oz-in) (mils) 

API 612 91.2/91.2* 
2nd 

API 612 57.3/47.1* 
3rd 

*Exhaust/Steam End

**at :-,/ = 5043 rpm 

3.1 

15.0 

l\fax Probe 
Vibration** 

(mils) 
Predicted Actual 

7.5 6.0 
(Fig. 8) (Fig. 13) 

-1.8 3.5 
(Fig. 15) 

In.Figure 13, \\·ith 1/, of the second edition \\·eights placed out-
of-phase at the field balance planes inboard of each bearing, the 
resulting \·ibration at maximum continuous operating speed 

(MCOS) is 1.5 mils. Four times this amount would result in ap
proximately 6.0 mils, which is above the vibration limit b,· a fac
tor of two. Results for 1/2 the second edition weights are shown 
in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13. Test Stand Results, Process Gas Driue Turbine, 1/, of
API 612 2nd Edition Unbalance Weights. 
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Figure 14. Test Stand Results, Process Gas Drir;e Iiirbine, 1/2 of
API 612 2nd Edition Unbalance Weights. 

\Vhile the process gas rotor and the rotor from Table 6 ha\·e 
identical amplification factors of 2.3, the light high speed tur
bine passed the second edition unbalance test b\· a factor of2.6, 
but the hean· lm,· speed process gas turbine failed b\· a factor of 
2. This anomah· results from the equation used to calculate the �
amount of unbalance \\'eight. From Table-!, the amount of unbal-
ance is irn·erseh· proportional to the speed squared and directh-
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proportional to the rotor weight. Thus, for hea,·ier, slo"·er speed 
rotors, the unbalance amount required gro"·s ,·en- quickh-. 

Com·erseh·, from Table 5, the third edition equation is linear 
in \\·eight and speed im·erse. The amount of "·eight is listed in 
Table 8 that is required for the third edition, "·hich is almost half 
of the second edition \\·eight. The results for a third edition un
balance test are sho\\·n in Figure 15. The resulting ,·ibration 
Je,·el at 1'1COS is 3 .. 5 mils, "·hich is "·ell belo"· the 15 mil ,·ibra
tion limit b,- a factor of -1.3. The ,·ibration limit is 75 percent of 
the minim�m seal clearance of 20 mils diametral (Table 5). 

"' 
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c. 
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:,: 

"' 
c. 
' 

" 
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Figure 15. Test Stand Results, Process Gas Drice Turbine, AP! 
612 .Jrd Edition C'nbalance Weights. 

A comparison of the predicted and the actual critical speed fre
quenc,· and amplification factor is listed in Tables 1 and 8. :\ote 
that the analysis predicts 7.5 mils of ,·ibration at J\-ICOS for the 
full second edition weights (Figure 8) compared to 6.0 mils actu
al. The predicted frequency and amplification is .5500/2.3 "·hile 
the estimated actual ,·alues are 5400/3.2. 

CO:\TCLUSIO:\TS 

• It is not possible to accurately predict the location of the sec
ond critical speed "·ithout inclusion of support flexibility. 

• Ad,·ances in rotord,·namic analytical capabilities, especiall:·
in d\'11amic bearing analyses and in the support stiffness area, if 
used correct],- can accurately predict both the location and 
amplification of rotor critical speeds. 

• Since the second edition of AP! 612 does not ahrn: s require
an unbalance test, machines that are sold to operate abo,·e the 
second critical based on erroneous predictions may actuall,- run 
on the second. 

• Since the third edition of AP! 612 requires an unbalance test
for all rotors, reasonable support stiffness rnlues must be used 
in analyses so that predicted results \\·ill match test stand criti
cals. This also precludes an:· machine from lea,·ing the test stand 
"·ithout knO\dedge of the locations of all critical speeds. 

• \Vhile a light, high speed rotor "·ith an amplification factor
of 2.3 passed the second edition test b,· a factor of2.6, the hea,·y, 
lo\\· speed process gas turbine "·ith an identical amplification fac
tor failed b,· a factor of 2. 

• The process gas turbine failed the second edition unbalance
test b,· a factor of 2 but passed the third edition test b,- a factor 
of -1.3. 

• The acceptabilit,· of o,·erdamped critical speeds in the
operating speed range gi,·es designers greater freedom in de
signing high performance turbomachinen·. The process gas tur 
bine passed the third edition unbalance test bY a "·ide margin 
and should perform satisfactorih- during field operation. 
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:\TOME:\TCLATURE 

A
1
, A

2
, A 

KS 
first, second critical speed amplification factor 
support stif

f

ness (lb/in) 
� = i\lCOS maximum continuous speed (rpm) 

maximum or minimum speed (rpm) 
first, second critical speed frequency (rpm) 
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UB unbalance (oz-in) 

V peak-peak vibration (mil) 

W journal static load (lb) 

\VT total rotor weight (lb) 
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